Success is something that all people who also want to achieve
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Success is something that all people who also want to achieve it. Only two brief letters to be done alone
but it is a process of unceasing labor for a long time, sometimes as a lifetime. Every successful person
goes to have received a price not less from the bitter setbacks, and problems to achieve success, the will
and choice of each path is the deciding factor. Police operations in more than 10 years, but the difficulties
and worries for his family did not work safely. He decided to withdraw from the sector of economic
activities to better care for their families. Fond mechanical work before, so he chose engineering as a
livelihood. But only with a single lathe, he did not have enough income to cover family life, so this time
outside of work means he must also do more of what may, someone asked what to do this, there when
doing maintenance mechanics, electrical, mold ... Some time later, in the hope of changing his life, he and
a friend to collaborate on the production casing acoustic speakers, amplifiers ... but that work fast
bankrupt because no other outlet as well as the quality of the product is not quality. So how difficult was
stretched out in front, with a person you do withdraw from the anhcung this business. How to keep the
pressure weighing on his shoulders, the pressure due to family responsibilities, which gradually spreads
especially pressing for the capital of his office. But who was there will, honesty is much loved, he was
family and other close friends to help solve the problems. This time, he was back to his steep a new
energy, he determined to try to do something there to have life in it, so he continued to pursue his work. I
think to make a product that no one has to do to avoid competition and realize creative ideas in their
work. See the field as a template nice and fresh, so he decided to invest in manufacturing these devices.
His first product was supap motorcycles. With the lessons learned from previous failures, he worked
more cautious, more careful study of their products. So how many days of hard study and learn he has
produced quality products, reasonable prices should have been accepted on the market quickly. The initial
success made him more excited, work and gradually become stable and progressing well, he decided to
expand the production scale of minh.Tuy who likes to study and manufacture more products business is
to solve the problem but the output he learned more about management - business. With a specific plan,
constantly improving quality, product diversification, through the years of ups and downs, in 2003 he
completed Co. building their own company; Companies mold Success at Le Minh Xuan Commune - Binh
Chanh.

Currently the company Success specialized focus on pressure casting aluminum product categories,
Atimol, design and manufacturing of molds. With practical ideas, always searching out new products,
Success has created a new product that no one makes, the higher quality molds by pressure casting
technology luc.Ngoai the production of goods sold at the Tan Thanh, Thanh Cong mainly focused on
product molds orders from all over the country and abroad. With the motto placed on top quality, accurate
implementation required to order products, significant credibility, he has been researching Co., learn to
create the best products and fresh from a who suffer deprivation and difficulties in life and at work, so far
he Co. has created a company, handling more than 50 jobs for workers, a stable family life and create for
social good products, to him it really is the greatest happiness. And when asked about the secret of the
success he humbly said, get your today thanks to the significant support of the family, especially the wife.
Like the other mechanic I work really passionate, creative and always loved to acquire, cultivate new
technologies, and important that I have dared to do things that other people do not.
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